CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

After analyzing the causes and effects of every potential solution, I would like to choose the best solution to handle the problem namely the first and the third solution. The combination between adding the facilities in the music room and explaining the music theory before practising the theory become the chosen solution. The justification of my chosen solution will be described in the following paragraphs.

I choose to upgrade the music room as the class facility for students to learn music, because in music lesson, although facility is not the main element that can make the lesson successful, the facility can support the lesson to become more practical. I have stated that facility cannot stand alone. The success of the learning process depends on how the teacher prepares and delivers the teaching material for the students. If this way of teaching works, the students will understand all the music material in the class.

The other solution is explaining music theory before practising. I believe that explaining theory before practising is better than explaining theory after practising. The reason is that the students can have a dual focus on theory explanation and practice. When it is time for explaining music
theory, the students will set the focus on understanding the theory, when it is time for practising, the students will set their focus on playing the instrument. The teacher acts as the facilitator for AIS students, especially in Grade 7-12, to develop the students’ potential. The teacher should help them to understand the lesson. Therefore, I think, the best solution is the teacher has to explain the theory first before practising and make the balancing between them. In addition, the students need to have the facility to apply the music theory.

Therefore, no matter what problem that the students have in understanding the music lesson, it is the teacher’s responsibility to help them solve the problem. Besides, if the school administrators can help teacher to provide more facility for music lesson, it will be great for an ideal learning environment. I can save more time in teaching them. Based on the homeschooling method, AIS has small classes; it will help me to pay attention to the development of the students. So, the chosen solution can be effective if there is cooperation between the school and the teacher.